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This addendum is issued on December 6, 2019 prior to the bid due date to add, delete, modify, clarify and/or to respond
to questions submitted by prospective offerors regarding the work included in the above referenced solicitation.

QUESTIONS
1. Question: Regarding the answer to question 17 in addendum 3, the answer to question 17 confirms that on page
88 “2 express exits with intercom” redundancy is required. However, the RFP actually states this requirement on
three (3) garage details on that same page; AutoPark @ Olde City, AutoPark @ Independence Mall, & AutoPark @
Jefferson. Please confirm if all three of these garages require redundant exit lane equipment. What is the total of
redundant exit lanes?
Response: Exit lane redundancy is NOT a requirement at any location. However, ENTRY lane redundancy IS a
requirement at the AutoPark @ Jefferson.
2. Question: Regarding the answer to question 63 in addendum 3, Can you confirm if the Authorities consideration
of consolidating these requirements into one card system equates to eliminating either HID or AVI? If so, would
AVI be eliminated in lieu of HID proximity card system? Or is AVI capability preferred?
Response: No it does not equate to eliminating either HID or AVI.
3. Question: Is above ground conduit allowed for the islands for the AutoParks?
Response: Open to it and will consider pending approval and the location(s).
4. Question: At the Autoparks in the historical district, such as the Independence Autopark, does PPA permit
equipment to be mounted on a pole outside the garage or on the exterior of the garage?
Response: No. Outside areas of the garages within the historical district are not under PPA jurisdiction. The
outside areas are under the strict jurisdiction of the Nat’l Park Service and the Philadelphia Historical Society.
Approval through both entities are highly unlikely due to the historic aesthetics of the historical district.
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5. Question: During the Pre-Bid, PPA stated their intention to continue to use their existing AR system, Great Plains;
and that the PARCS system should be able to accept an exported file for updating at the locations. Addendum #1,
Questions 1 and 2 seem to contradict and suggest that the PARCS should instead send a file to Great Plains.
Typically, the transaction would be that the AR system would export a file to the PARCS database, indicating which
accounts are paid/active; so that unpaid accounts can be deactivated. Can you please clarify or confirm the
expected transaction?
Response: Answer in Addendum one is confirmed. System should be able to provide a file, excel or CSV that
can be imported into the general ledger including all transnational payments. (Transient and Monthly card
holders)

END OF ADDENDUM FOUR
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